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Introduction

This report from The Stelter Company, the leading philanthropy-marketing consultant to 

nonprofits in the United States, provides fresh data on U.S. donors in the United States to arts and 

culture nonprofits. The data is taken from the Natural Marketing Institute’s 2017 Healthy Aging 

Database® study, sponsored in part by Stelter. 

This information will help nonprofit professionals gain new insights into the preferences, 

priorities and key demographics of donors specific to the arts and culture sector.

No other nonprofit marketing consultancy has captured this level of detailed data about donor 

communities across the United States.

We invite you to put this information to work in delivering more strategic marketing 

communications services for your organization.
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About This Report
The findings in this report are based on a survey of respondents to the 2017 Healthy Aging 

Database® study conducted by the Natural Marketing Institute (NMI). The Stelter Company 

acted as a consultant to NMI on core questions regarding charitable giving and has embedded 

proprietary questions into the study. 

The study was conducted in August 2017 among 3,000 U.S. adults representing a 
statistically valid sample of the general population. This sample was comprised of:
 +   37% Millennials +  19% Gen X +  39% Boomers +  2% Matures 

The study was balanced to U.S. Census data across key demographics:
  +   Gender +   Age +   Income +   Education
 +   Region  +   Race  

The study is statistically significant at the 95% confidence level to a +/- 2% margin  
of error. This means if the survey were repeated using the same questions and methodology, 

19 times out of 20, the findings would not vary from the percentages shown here by more than  

plus or minus 2 percent. 
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Definitions

Millennials
Born 1977–1998  

(ages 21–41)

Gen X 
Born 1965–1976  

(ages 42–53)    

Boomers 
Born 1946–1964  

(ages 54–72)          

Matures 
Born 1900–1945  

(ages 73+)         

Donors: U.S. adults age 18+ who have ever contributed to a charitable organization

Frequent donors: U.S. adults age 18+ who donate to an organization at least once per year
 
Non-donors: U.S. adults age 18+ who have never contributed to a charitable organization

General population: General population of U.S. adults age 18+
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Arts and Culture Nonprofits 
As illustrated in the chart below, 81 percent of the U.S. adult population have given money to a 

nonprofit at some time in their lives. That is up from 77 percent last year. 

Of that 81 percent, 7 percent said they had given money to an arts and culture nonprofit between 

August 2016 and August 2017. This is the 9th highest donation level among 10 nonprofit 

categories covered in the NMI Healthy Aging Database® study. Of the 7 percent who donated to 

an arts and culture nonprofit, 6 percent said they have already left a gift in their wills to an arts and 

culture organization, up from 4 percent in 2016.

81%
Those who have ever given to a U.S. nonprofit

7%
Those who gave to an arts and culture  
nonprofit between August 2016 and August 2017

100% 
U.S. Population  

Age 18+

6%
Those who have left a gift in their wills to 
an arts and culture nonprofit
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Demographic Highlights
Keeping your donor database up to date with demographic information can add to 

the success of your fundraising efforts. Donors to arts and culture nonprofits between 

August 2016 and August 2017 were statistically significantly male, wealthier and 

more educated than general donors while slightly younger and more likely to have 

kids at home than the general population of donors. 

General Population Arts and Culture Donor

Male 48% 57%

Female 52% 43%

Average age 47 yrs. old 45 yrs. old 

Child in household 40% 45% 

Median income $72K $110K 

Median net worth $367K $1.07MM

College+ 31% 55% 
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Donation Frequency
Recognizing characteristics of frequent donors and implementing targeted 

programs designed to engage them earlier in a gift conversation can help  

move this prime target into any nonprofit’s planned giving funnel.

Twenty-eight percent of donors to arts and culture nonprofits indicate they are 

frequent donors, giving once a month or several times a year. This is up from  

20 percent in 2016. Seventy-two percent give once a year or less. 

% of arts and culture donors indicating how often they donate to their chosen organization

5%
23%

54%

11%
7%

Once a month     Several times  
a year

About once
a year

Less than once
a year

Only donated 
once

80%

90%

70%

60%

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%
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Restricted vs. Unrestricted Gifts
Eighty-two percent of donors to arts and culture nonprofits prefer to give 

unrestricted donations, where contributions are used as desired by the nonprofit 

organization with no qualifications required by the donor. 

82%
Unrestricted

18%
Restricted
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Local, National or Global 
Similar to results from prior years, those who have given to arts and culture nonprofits 

strongly favor local organizations in this sector over national and global ones. In general, 

older donors are even more likely to prefer donating to local organizations. 

Global
9%

7%
Global

66%
Local

27%
National

Arts and Culture Donor

Global
9%
Boomers Matures

5%
Global

69%
Local

26%
National

2%
Global

66%
Local

32%
National
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Multiple vs. Single Charities for Gifts in Wills
Stelter research shows that 49 percent of donors to arts and culture nonprofits would consider 

leaving a gift to a nonprofit, unchanged from 2016. 

If considering leaving a gift in their wills, arts and culture donors would:
 +   21% Likely give 100% of a gift to a single organization 

 +   66% Likely split their gift between multiple charities  

 +   13% Not leave a gift to charity

If considering leaving a gift in their wills, the general population of donors would:
  +   15% Likely give 100% of a gift to a single organization 

  +   47% Likely split their gift between multiple charities  

  +   38% Not leave a gift to charity
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% of arts and culture donors indicating how many charitable organizations 
they would be likely to include in their wills

6%
23%

47%

15% 4%

One 
organization
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50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

Number of Nonprofits Named in a Will
Stelter’s research shows that donors will make gifts to fewer organizations than in the past, with the 

largest percentage of donors preferring to split gifts among three nonprofits. This is a significant 

decrease in gift intentions over the past 10 years, particularly among boomers and matures.

5%

Six or more 
organizations
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Intended and Actual Designation of Planned Gifts
Of those who donated money to arts and culture nonprofits between August 2016 

and August 2017, 6 percent have already designated a planned gift in their wills.  

An additional 49 percent of donors said they would be very likely or somewhat 

likely to leave a planned gift to an arts and culture organization at the time of their 

deaths, similar to 2016. 

% arts and culture donors’ likelihood of donating a planned gift at the time of their deaths 

6%

26%

23%
■ Already included in will     

■ Very likely      

■ Somewhat likely     

■ Not very/not at all likely

29%
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A last will and 
testament 

Estate Planning Documents Possessed by  
Arts and Culture Donors

Fifty-seven percent of U.S. adults age 18+ who donated money to an arts and culture nonprofit 

between August 2016 and August 2017 have a will. Sixteen percent have no estate planning 

documents. Continuing to stress the importance of estate planning and offering simple, easy-to-

follow educational materials should be a priority for organizations in this sector.

% of arts and culture donors indicating what estate planning documents they have

57%
51%

35%

22%
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Joint ownership 
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A living trust  A transfer on death 
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Charitable 
remainder trusts  

Types of Charitable Gifts That Interest  
Arts and Culture Donors 

When it comes to planned gift types, donors to arts and culture nonprofits prefer emotionally 

driven honor and tribute gifts over other financially motivated gift types by a strong, 

statistically significant margin. Stelter’s research shows that donors respond to emotional 

appeals to give over financial reasons by a factor of more than 5 to 1.

% of arts and culture donors who are interested in the following issues related to 
charitable giving and/or planned giving

30%
21% 20% 20% 16%
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tribute gifts 

Charitable gift 
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Saving capital 
gains taxes by 
making a gift of 
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to a charity  
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immediate tax 
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exchange for giving 
a charity the right to 
inherit your home 

(or other land) at the 
end of your life  
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Learn More
These new research insights are just a small portion of the

data on how, why and where donors prefer to give. Let us help

you put this information into action as part of your planned

giving marketing plan. Contact us today at stella@stelter.com

or visit www.stelter.com for more information.



Industry Insight  /  Customer Focus  /  Creative Services
800-331-6881   www.stelter.com                   .

In business since 1962, The Stelter Company is the strategic 
partner nearly 1,500 leading nonprofits nationwide depend on 

most to provide expertise on cultivating valuable, long-term 
donor relationships through a unique combination of industry 

insight, customer focus and creative services. 

This report may be redistributed in its entirety. Portions may be downloaded 
and excerpted using the following credit: 2015–2017 NMI Healthy Aging 
Database® study.
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